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Increase in
sexual assaults
stem from
rise in
reporting

“You can’t not talk about it.
SEXUAL ASSAULT

affects everything you go through.

S

exual assault is the most underreported crime both onand-off campus, but this year,
South Dakota State University has
seen a rise in the number of these
reports.
Last year, three assaults were
reported by students. So far this
fall, officials have received five reports of sexual assault.
Despite what people may think,
there has not been a measurable increase or decrease in sexual assault,
just a rise in the number of people who choose to report the crime,
said Don Challis, assistant vice
president of safety and security on
campus.
“We have worked hard to increase awareness of sexual assault
and provided a variety of methods to report sexual assault,” Challis said. “We would be disappointed
if these efforts did not result in the
number of incidents reported.”
One of the efforts used to increase awareness at SDSU is email
notifications sent out to all students
after a sexual assault is reported.
These timely warnings come
from the Clery Act, said Detective
Cora Olson of the University Police
Department.
The Clery Center for Security on Campus says the Clery Act
“requires all colleges and universities who receive federal funding
to share information about crime
on campus.” This includes efforts
to improve campus safety and to
inform the public of crime on or
around campus.
When an incident occurs, institutions must decide if a timely warning or emergency notification should be sent out to the campus community, according to the
Clery Center.
“Universities across the nation
have historically wanted to create
the perception of a safe campus…”
Olson said. “So they have notoriously hidden crimes that have happened on their campus.”
The Clery Act works to make
sure that college campuses are reporting these crimes and holding
people accountable.
“Perpetrators know that [rape]
is underreported,” Olson said. “If
we don’t create a system for victims
to rely on, then perpetrators will
continue what they do.”
This act has grown to the Violence Against Women Act (VAWA)
and Title IX, which was brought to
SDSU because campus officials believed that the university was having problems that they did not
know about.

“

HANNAH KOELLER
News Editor

It affects every relationship you encounter.

Every time you openly decide to love someone,

you think about it.
Katie, Sexual assault survivor & SDSU student

SARA BERTSCH
Editor-in-Chief

T

he tears came easy. Even before she got into
the intimate details of her sexual assault, Katie
took a deep breath and let the tears flow.
It has been two-and-a-half years since Katie was
assaulted by a friend of hers. Katie, who only will be
identified by her first name, still thinks about it on a
daily basis.
She hasn’t let it hold her back but, instead, empowers herself and others around her.
“I want other girls to know that it’s okay,” Katie
said. “It happens so often. People deserve to know.
You deserve the attention to help you heal.”
Katie had just graduated from high school and
was looking forward to attending college in the next
few months.
She didn’t expect one of her good friends to assault her. Katie and her friend, who is male, were sitting in a car outside of his house.
He asked her to come inside, but she refused. He
kept trying to convince her to come inside and just
hang out or have a drink.
“I said I was not going to go inside,” Katie said. “I
was not into it.”
Eventually he coaxed her into coming inside. They
continued to talk and everything was as it usually
was: two friends just hanging out.
He started to touch her. She again told him no,
even saying she would not have sex with him. But he
kept going.
Katie stopped there. With tears in her eyes, she
ended her story, not attempting to go into any more
details.
After a few moments of silence, Katie talked about
how her experience has affected her life -- positively
and negatively.
“You can’t not talk about it,” she said. “It affects
everything you go through. It affects every relationship you encounter. Every time you openly decide to
love someone, you think about it.”
At the time the assault took place, she wasn’t fully
aware that it was a sexual assault. It wasn’t until her
sophomore year of college at South Dakota State University that she finally realized what the assault was.
Now, she understands that no means no.
Sexual assault is a very broad term according to
Michelle Johnson, the Title IX coordinator on campus. It’s also a term that many people immediately associate with rape, but it’s much more than that.

“It is unwanted sexual contact and it can be of any
nature. It can be somebody walking down the hall
and another person swatting them on the butt. It can
be touching private areas that individuals didn’t want
or welcome,” Johnson said.
Another misunderstood term when it comes to
sexual assault is consent. Johnson said she wants students to clearly understand that when alcohol or
drugs are involved, the individual cannot consent to
sexual activity.
“Even if they say yes, that is not consent. It can
still be considered as a sexual assault,” she said.
Johnson guesses that 90 to 95 percent of all sexual assault cases she has seen have involved alcohol in
some manner or another.
While there was no alcohol involved in Katie’s situation, both Johnson and Darci Nichols have seen alcohol play a role in many incidents.
Nichols is the head of the Counseling Center at
SDSU, which employs six full-time counselors. This
service is free for students. All employees at SDSU
are required to report any allegations to the Title IX
office. The counselors, however, are the only employees exempt from this rule.
For sexual assault victims, the Counseling Center can be a helpful resource. According to Nichols,
counseling can help victims work towards rebuilding
their future.
“There is fear associated with being a victim
of assault. If you knew you’re assailant, you trusted somebody who took advantage of you,” Nichols
said. “Sometimes people take on a lot of that guilt or
shame, so counseling can help victims work through
those.”
From Katie’s viewpoint as a victim, she believes
that all victims should talk about it with someone,
whether it be a counselor, friend or family member.
And when it comes to reporting, she wants other
victims to consider what they are doing.
“If you’re going to report this, be sure of what it
is,” she said. “Don’t take it lightly. It is very underreported, but it’s not something to be tossed around. It
is not for people to use to blame or use as an excuse.”
For the past two-and-a-half years she has talked
about her own experience with many people, including others who have gone through similar experiences. For her, it was healing.
“It took me a long time to get through this,” Katie said. “If anything, it has made me more of a human being.”

EDITORIAL: Is the university doing enough for sexual assault victims? See page 5.

Continued to A3

Survivor’s Bill of Rights
You have the right to be believed.
You have the right to be given the same credibility as any other crime victim.
You have the right to seek and receive help.
You have the right to courteous, efficient treatment.
You have the right to be treated with dignity and respect, without prejudice against
race, class, lifestyle, age, gender, religion, sexual orientation, or occupation.
You have the right to accurate information, presented in a way that you understand.
You have the right to ask questions.
You have the right to make your own decisions.
You have the right to change your mind.
You have the right to get help and support from others.
You have the right to heal.
Courtesy of SafeHorizon.org. Safe Horizon is a recovery guide for survivors of sexual assault.
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Feature Photo:

Wed. •4 p.m. Department of Journ/Ms. Comm.
18 Internship Panel @ Rotunda B
•5:30 p.m. Fishback Honors Family Potluck
@ Honors Basement
•6 p.m. Hand Games w/ Sisseton Wahpeton
College @ Mathews Hall
•7 p.m. GSA Drag Show @ PAC
•7 p.m. Big Band Dance @ Lincoln Hall
Th. •11 a.m. Thanksgiving Meal @ Union
Market
•6 p.m. “Experimenter” Movie Showing
@ Wagner 157
•6 p.m. Greeks Give Thanks @ St Thomas
More Church
•7 p.m. Griffith Honors Lecture @ PAC
•9 p.m. Thursday Night Live Worship @
Rotunda D

19

Fri. •8 p.m. Wknd Stuff: Coffeehouse Night @
Jack’s Place

20

Sat. •Wknd Stuff: Mall of America Trip

21

Sun. •4 p.m. Young People’s Concert @ PAC

22

Th. •11 a.m. Multicultural Center Holiday
Celebration and Game Day
•12 p.m. Thanksgiving Day Meal @
Campanile Room

26

Fri. •8 p.m. Holiday Movie & Craft Night @
Union Market

27

Sat. •8 p.m. Wknd Stuff: Holiday Gift Bingo @
28 Union Market
Sun. •8 p.m. Holiday Movie & Craft Night @
29 Union Market
Mon. •5:30 p.m. Honors at the Harvest Table @
30 Brookings Community Life Center
Tues. •7 p.m. The Meaning of Kwanza @ Wagner
1 269
If you would like your event featured in our calander,
e-mail the details to news@sdsucollegian.com.

Classifieds

IAN LACK • The Collegian
SDSU students perform at “An Evening with Harvey Dunn’s Feminie Images” in the Donor Auditorium on Thursday, Nov. 5. The dance show was comprised of students from
different departments of the school to bring Dunn’s paintings to life.

The Collegian is

NOW
HIRING

News Editor
News Reporter
Life Editor
Lifestyles Reporter
Assistant Sports
Editor
Page Designer

Columnist
Cartoonist
Photo Chief
Photographer
Sports Writer
Ad Designer
Ad Sales

Grab an application in our office,
located in room 069
(lower level of The Union)

HELP WANTED / SERVICES OFFERED
M&S Business Cleaning. Hours from approx. 5 to 9 p.m., 1 to 5 days per week available. For more information call (605) 690-1554.
WORK STUDY POSITION: Newspaper carrier wanted. Work approximately 4 hours on Wednesdays delivering The Collegian to more than 100 on-and-off campus sites, beginning after 2:00 p.m. until the
delivery route is completed. Must have valid driver’s license. Vehicle will be provided. Route will be
shared between two people. Must be able to lift 10 pounds. Pay is $10/hour.
HOUSING FOR RENT / SALE:
4 bdrm 2 bath house 2 blocks from campus available mid-Oct $1200 per month, resident pays utilities. Very
nice house recently updated. Amenities included: kitchen, laundry, AC and double garage. Contact Jerry 605660-0691

This Week’s Horoscopes
Pisces

You are more than willing to drift into your dreams, but
it’s better to focus today as much as possible. The Moon is
meandering through your 12th House of Escapism, confusing your thoughts with fantasies. Nevertheless, incorporating your imagination into your personal life can be
rewarding. Each time you catch your mind wandering,
bring your attention. Exploring your subconscious is fine
as long as you take care of business.

Aries

Smoother sailing sets the stage for what’s next -- and
you may already be dreaming about the future. You can’t
help but envision many possibilities ahead. Unfortunately, trouble arises quickly if you’re not focusing on your obligations. Slow down; even if you have moved on in your
mind, you will need to be patient while reality catches up
to your fantasy.

Taurus

Although you can be obstinate in your communication,
you might be tempted to bring inflexibility to a new level. Your unwillingness to bend may create more problems
than solutions, even if your intentions are pure. The effective tactic now is to state your position and then negotiate. Meeting an opponent halfway also demonstrates your
respect for someone else’s point of view. Common ground
is better than no ground at all.

Gemini

You’re tempted to keep your ideas to yourself because you
believe it will take too long to justify your plans. You even
assume that others will reject your logic. Nevertheless, it’s
a bad idea to overreact and go silent when you could be
busy improving your delivery. Don’t waste this opportunity; breaking down success into bite-sized pieces will move
you along in the direction of your goals.

Cancer

You are wary about everyone’s reactions to what you
share now that it’s tricky to get your tone to match
your intent. No matter how you try to tune your delivery, you feel as if you’re overstating your case or not saying enough. Still, you’re determined to get it right. If you
don’t give up and walk away, the cosmos might surprise
you and give you what you want. Thankfully, your tenacity is working in your favor now.

Leo

Your peers seem set in their ways, leaving with little room
to express your opinion. If you say what you feel, conflict could ensue; but if you don’t speak your piece, you
may end up dealing with anger or resentment later on.
Handling your emotions calmly is a less stressful strategy
than pretending all is well for the sake of expediency. Do
what it right, not what is easy.

Virgo

You wish you could take the day off, but there are many
tasks for you. You could forget about your responsibilities, but it’s not your style to leave everyone else high and
dry. There’s no point in running since you won’t be able to
stop thinking about your chores. Bite the bullet and get
to work. The fun can wait and will be more enjoyable if
you’re free of your obligations.

Libra

Finding balance could be a study in frustration today because something is drawing you to step out of the world
and into your mind. Although you may be required to follow through on your obligations, you realize the importance of your inner world. But you’re better off finishing
your tasks before pursuing your spiritual quest. Honoring
your priorities is essential, no matter how compelling your
journey seems in the moment.

Scorpio

You must be methodical in your communication or your
plans may backfire on you. Think through everything you
want to say before. The less you leave up in the air, the
better it will be. You might be tempted to reveal your feelings, but try to be logical and rational. A cool, calm and
collected approach isn’t your style, but will work wonders
for you now.

Sagittarius

Your mind is releasing powerful images, but it can be easy
to miss the show because of the activity in your environment. You must block out the noise so you can sink into
the language of myth and symbol. In order to tune into
this dimension, you need to set practical thoughts aside.
Relying on your intuition to interpret the messages allows
you to discover ways to maximize your potential.

Capricorn

Aquarius

You take your beliefs too seriously, but your friends will
appreciate your honesty. You are at the top of your game
when communicating with your peers. Don’t water down
your message to make it more palatable. Saying exactly
what you feel today is the most effective path to move toward the success you seek.
There’s something about your interactions with others that helps you maximize your capabilities. You have
the sense to know what you want to do, but it is the back
and forth with your peers that can turn a good idea into
a great project. Instead of presenting a finished product,
share a bit of your vision and then let everyone jump in
with their thoughts. Helen Keller wrote, “Alone we can do
so little; together we can do so much.”
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happened and, based on the information provided, they take the appropriate steps. They will reassess the cases
for as long as they remain open.
Under Title IX and the Clery Act,
Law enforcement helps the victim
institutions must “provide specific inmake
an informed decision on what
formation, options and resources to
he or she wants to do next, according
survivors in cases of sexual violence,”
to Olson. They try to encourage vicaccording to the Clery Center.
tims to take the first step. However,
Michelle Johnson, Title IX and
Equal Employment Opportunity coor- officials will not force someone to take
dinator, said they knew problems with his or her case to court Olson said.
“There’s a lot of misconceptions on
harassment, stalking and sexual or dohow
law enforcement does these inmestic violence existed on campus.
vestigations…” Olson said. “We can
“The staff and faculty could see
do [a lot] before even deciding to talk
that problems were happening, but
to the suspect. We want to dispel the
nothing was being done about it, and
myth on how law enforcement rethat’s when the University Police Desponds.”
partment got involved in 2011 and by
Eight percent of criminal offend2014, Title IX was enforced, and stuers commit 80 percent of all sexual asdents were able to reach out and get
saults, Olson said. Preventing crimes
the help that they needed,” Johnson
should include law enforcement and
said.
education working together, and she
According to Olson, the definisaid that starts with focusing attention
tion of rape inon the men.
cludes sexual pen“[People]
etration, or when
need to underany object or part of
stand that there
the body is inserted
are good guys
What’s also important is
into someone else’s
out there,” Olson
body.
an understanding that sexual
said. “Male vic“Sexual assault
tims are most ofassault
and
sexual
harassment
is a broad term,” Olten victimized by
son said. “It could
rarely take place in a vacuum
other men. It is a
be sexual contact
and
that
we
have
an
obligation
male problem as
with someone who
well… If we arto address behaviors that
did not consent or
en’t doing it right
who couldn’t conconstitute sexual assault and
when these peosent.”
ple pop up in the
The majoriDon Challis first place, then
ty of sexual assault
Assistant Vice President we’re leaving
crimes are commitof Safety and Security room for them to
ted by a known perkeep offending.”
petrator. Alcohol is
To
prevent
sexual
assault crimes,
a factor in about 80 percent of these
a
better
understanding
of healthy recrimes.
lationships is more important, ChalIn terms of crime at SDSU, Olson
lis said.
said it is not different from any uni“[What’s also] important is an unversity. She said spending any time in
a college setting tends to lead to exces- derstanding that sexual assault and
sexual harassment rarely take place in
sive drinking and drug use.
a vacuum and that we have an obliga“We do a lot of really great things
tion to address behaviors that constihere to make sure it stays safe,” Olson
said. “But that doesn’t mean we can let tute sexual assault and harassment,”
Challis said. “Bystander intervention
our guard down.”
programs are crucial in changing a
In each case, officials hear what
culture that protects each other.”

Everything okay?

>> Sexual Assault
Continued from A1

“
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If you’re in immediate danger, call the police.
If you or someone you know has been sexually assaulted you
can contact any of the offices below for help.
If you’d like to report a sexual assault, you can report directly
to the Title IX office either through email or phone. You can
also contact the Office of Safety and Security or the University Police Department.
If you don’t feel comfortable with any of these options, you
can submit an anonymous form online that can be found at
sdstate.edu and then search Title IX. You can also call this tollfree number: 1-844-880-0004.
All of these offices are here to maintain a safe campus environment free from discrimination and harassment.
Title IX/ EEO
Michelle Johnson
605-688-4128
Michelle.Johnson@sdstate.edu
Office of Safety and Security
Don Challis
605-688-5260
Donald.Challis@sdstate.edu
Counseling Services
Darci Nichols
605-688-6146
Darci.Nichols@sdstate.edu

University Police Department
605-688-5117
From a campus phone: 111
Brookings Health System
(Hospital)
605-696-9000
Brookings Sheriff’s Department
605-696-8300

QA
&

with

Don Challis is the
Assistant Vice President
of Safety & Security
of South Dakota State
University.

Q Are there more

sexual assaults
occurring on campus
this semester?

A I don’t think there

are more sexual assaults. There is more
reporting. We expected that. We have done a lot of
training and a lot of awareness. We want to make sure
our process is victim-centered and resource-driven and
take care of our victims and hold our suspect accountable. So when we do that, we would be disappointed to
spend all this time and money and have no increase in
reports, so as we know sexual assault is the most under-reported crime there is. When we see an increase,
especially a large increase, we don’t think there has
been an increase in activity or sexual assault, but a real
increase in reporting and that has been our goal.

Q What would you tell the students who are worried
about an increase of danger on campus?

A Fear is a good thing and worry is a good thing. This

makes us evaluate our situation and what we’re doing
to be safer. I don’t think we are anymore less safe than
we have been. We are more aware of the problem and
that’s a good thing.

Q What would you respond to those who have less
faith in the system, such as the ‘Letters from Ava’
printed in The Collegian a few weeks ago?

Don Challis & Michelle Johnson

they can. Some of these are anonymous and some of
these don’t want any investigation. But we have to try
anyway because the safety of the campus may be at
risk so they are going to do what they can. Sometimes
we are limited in what we can do and those cases we
make sure the victim has access to all the resources
and support he or she may need. Others just want
judicial student conduct investigation and others may
want law enforcement investigation.

Q How can students be safer or avoid being assaulted
on campus?

A I think watch out for each other. That is the whole

background behind bystander intervention. We see
events that may lead up to sexual assault. It’s up to
us to step in and say no this is not going to happen,
even when our friend’s are at fault. That’s the hard part
saying, ‘No we’re not going to do this.’ I think that there
is safety in numbers and we are responsible for each
other… As a culture we have to accept the responsibility of doing the right thing and supporting each other.

Q What are the statuses of the five sexual assaults

that were reported and sent out to students as timely
warning?

A They are all being investigated. We are required to
investigate these at a Title IX level, which is separate
from a law enforcement investigation and a student
affairs investigation. Michelle Johnson and her staff
are required to do an investigation to the extent that

Q What is your job as

the Title IX coordinator?

A My job as the Title

relations specialist and Title IX was an added on duty
until it became it’s own position. It’s been growing.
We now have a full-time investigator and we have
deputies that are full-time employees in other areas
but assist with Title IX investigations.

judicial affairs or faculty or somebody may forward
a concern to Title IX. They start in police department
and then it goes to Title IX. Everything goes through
Title IX. It may not start there, but everything goes
through there because we are required to do some
investigation.

IX coordinator is to
ensure there is gender
equity on campus.
That’s basically the heart of the Title IX law. Title IX is
part of the Civil Rights Act that was amended in 1972
to include Title IX. Gender equity includes harassment
and discrimination based on gender, which also encompasses sexual assault and now with the passing
of the Violence against Women’s Act it also includes
domestic violence, dating violence and stalking. My
job is to ensure if there are any other concerns that
we address them in a timely and impartial manner
and that we monitor the climate. We check patterns
of any behaviors.

Q These are rumors going around and fear that this

Q A majority of the timely warnings have taken

A It is not one person. I think we can correlate this to

What are some resources on campus that are
A Part of the reasons the timely warnings is I believe Q
available for students?

Q But all of these are required to go through the Title
IX office?

A Yes... Some may start in Title IX and end up in

is one person committing these assaults, seeing as
several have been located in Jackrabbit Village. Can you
respond to that rumor?
really good trianing. The people in Jackrabbit Village
take this very seriously. They brought these things
forward. If this were one person, we would be in a
different place right now with that one person.

Would that change the fact if students were notiA We are in a much different place now than we were Q
fied via a timely warning or an emergency notification?
a year-and-a-half ago. We have a whole position now
in Title IX that is nothing but training and investigation. One of the feelings that the system was unfair
is you didn’t get the outcome you wanted. Doesn’t
mean it was a fair process...We have to separate was
the process fair’ or ‘was the outcome something less
than what I hoped for.’ Not knowing more about the
situation that we know, we know it’s a different place
now. If this person still feels unprotected or still feels
a threat, I would encourage them to go to the Title IX
office and make sure they get the resources they may
want.

Michelle Johnson is the
Title IX/EEO Coordinator at South Dakota
State University.

A It may come out as an emergency notification.
Q Many people still believe that timely warnings are

not that timely. What would you tell the student body
about why they are sent out when they are?

A We don’t always know about it when it happens.

Sometimes it happened on a Monday and the person
doesn’t want to do any investigations.They just want
to let us know it happened. Quite often by Monday or
Tuesday we will put [a timely warning] out. Others
may not report for two or three weeks and then they
want an investigation, so we have to leverage the risk
of the community to the harm of the investigations.
We are not going to sit on this for very long. Typically,
law enforcement has a few days to get their part done
before we put out the warning. Yes, I get some feedback saying ‘this is not timely, it happened five days
ago,’ but we didn’t know about it until a day ago. We
want to make sure we don’t hurt the investigation.

Q Do you have any updates on the sexual assaults as

place in Jackrabbit Village. Is that one of the patterns
you look into?

that we are having more education on campus and
people understand better who to report to. The timely
warnings have been mentioning Jackrabbit Village
so one of the things we are doing is looking at if they
are occurring more in Jackrabbit Village or do those
individuals have more education and know where to
report, or do they need more information? We are
going to do some specific trainings and conversations
with Jackrabbit Village to help ensure that if it is the
fact that they don’t have the knowledge and engaging
in higher risk behaviors, and then they have the
education.

assault. That’s not always. Most of the reports of
sexual assault we receive deal with alcohol in one
manner or another.

Q How does Title IX work with UPD and other
campus resources?

A We work together very closely. We have very

frequent contact with UPD. If they have a situation
reported, they must report it to me and vice versa if it
could be a felony.

Q Do all incidents go through the Title IX office?
A Yes, they have to because UPD are agents of

safest college town?

A It’s a pretty safe town. I get away from things like

Q Has there always been a Title IX coordinator

A No, I don’t. Some of these are in criminal proceedings while others are in judicial proceedings.

Q Do you believe that Brookings is still America’s
“safest,” but it’s a pretty safe town and a pretty safe
campus.

report directly to my office by calling or emailing. They
can report to a third party person who would forward
it on. They can talk to any SDSU employee which
would include CA’s or even part time employees. All
SDSU employees are required this year to receive
Title IX training. It’s an online training program similar
to the one sent out to students so they know what
their duties and responsibilities are and that they
have training can help immensely with just helping
employees… We do have an anonymous report on the
web for individuals. There is also a number [8800004] that individuals can call if they don’t want to
do a web report.

A The dean of student’s office. His name is Sam

Jennings and a very great resource for students.
The counseling center. In addition to the counseling
center there is student health... We also look at if
there are any diversity issues. They can go talk to
the multicultural issue. There is the veterans affairs
office if they are a veteran. There is the International
Office. Outside of campus we refer to the Brookings
Area Domestic Abuse Shelter and we refer to the
Brookings Avera Medical Center. And of course on
campus we have UPD.

Q What do you mean by higher risk behaviors?
Q What tips could you provide for students to be
A We do know that higher amounts of alcohol usage safer on campus?
can put somebody sometimes a target of sexual
A The only way to ever prevent rape is to stop

South Dakota State University. They are employees
of South Dakota State University. They have to report
to me allegations of sexual abuse to me just like any
other employee has to. The only employees that are
exempt to that are the counselors who are working
at the Counseling Center. That is an exemption that is
provided by law..

far as investigations go?

Q How does the reporting process work?
A Individuals can report in various ways. They can

position at SDSU?

A Prior to March of 2014, it was a position that was
linked to another position. There was an employee

raping... Males are at a risk too, this is not just a
female crime. Some tips that we communicate to
students to stay safe is to limit your consumption
of alcohol if you’re going to drink at all, and monitor
your drinks. Unfortunately date rape drugs are used.
I would say that 90 to 95 percent of sexual assaults
that are reported to me involve alcohol in one manner
or another. If you’re going to go out and consume
alcohol, use the buddy system. Never leave the friend.
Always stay with that person that you can know and
trust. There is always the blue call boxes on campus.
There is the escort service by UPD.

Q Can you define sexual assault?
A Sexual assault is a very broad term. It is unwanted

sexual contact and it can be of any nature. It can be
somebody walking down the hall and another person
swatting them on the butt. It can be touching private
areas that individuals didn’t want or welcome it. It can
be intercourse.

Q Can you explain consent?
A One of the things that’s important to remember

with consent is that no individual that is incapacitated
due to drugs or alcohol can consent to sexual activity.
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Editorial

Issue:
There has been
an increased
amount of
sexual assault
reporting on
SDSU’s campus.

SDSU makes improvements to spread sexual assault awareness
Sexual assault on campus is a serious and growing issue. But is it actually growing?
According to campus officials,
the number of sexual assaults on
South Dakota State’s campus is not
increasing, but the number of people reporting the assaults is increasing.
So far this semester, there have
been five reported assaults. Following each of these assaults, the university sent out a timely warning.
This warning is sent out to the entire faculty and student body on SDSU’s campus.
Another part of the increase in
reports can be credited to the different ways people can report sexual
assaults. They can contact University Police Department, the Safety
and Security office, Title IX, counseling center or any SDSU faculty
member on campus. All employees
receive Title IX training. This allows for a better support system for

victims on campus.
We, at The Collegian, believe the
university has greatly improved over
the last two years … by increasing
awareness on campus and creating
a separate Title IX coordinator position.
They have also required training of all freshman during ThumpStart during New Student Orientation. We believe that this alone significantly increased awareness.
But what about the upperclassmen? There could be more outreach
about sexual assaults and overall campus safety to current sophomores, juniors, seniors and graduate students.
Another area the campus can
improve on is acceptance. Even
though people are reporting more,
there could also be an emphasis on
the campus climate, meaning how
students act and treat one another. For people to feel safer about reporting the assault, they also need

to feel safe and supported by their
peers on campus.
Another issue is alcohol. Alcohol
is often a contributing factor when
it comes to sexual assaults. We believe if the university addresses SDSU’s alcohol situation more proactively, this could help decrease the
number of assaults on campus. This
could be done through stricter regulations regarding alcohol consumption in and around campus. If they
can address this issue, they can also
address the sexual assault issue.
Overall, we believe that the university has taken great strides in improving sexual assault awareness on
campus, including ways to report
and the resources available for victims. There are always ways to improve and if the university continues to take action as they have in
the last two years, they will continue
to progress.

Stance:

Although SDSU
has made a
lot of positive
changes in the
last few years,
there are still
ways it can
improve.
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Jacks
React!

Do you feel comfortable reporting any type
of crime on campus, whether it happened
to you or somebody else?

“Yes I would. If something happened to one
of my friends, I would try to honor their
request, whatever it may be, but ultimately I
would want them to tell someone.”

Karlline Woodhouse
Horticulture
Sophomore
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“Yes. I think SDSU does a good job at taking
care of any crimes that happen on campus.
It would be nice to hear a follow-up though.
We never know what happens after the fact.”

“If it happened to me, yes. If it happened to
someone who is close to me, I would strongly
encourage them to do so as well, even if they
were hesistant to do so at first.”

Ally Mullaney
Business Economics
Freshman

Andrew Talley
Sociology
Senior
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People are still being viewed as possessions
JORDAN BIERBRAUER

Opinion Editor

In 1865, the 13th Amendment to the
Constitution was passed, abolishing slavery. Given that sliver of historical knowledge, if you were approached by an average American citizen on the sidewalk
and asked if slavery existed in the United States today, chances are that you
would look at them quite confused and
state that of course it does not and that it
hasn’t for decades. And chances are that
they would nod in agreement.
So, what would the two of you say if a
third individual came up and stated that
you were both wrong and that slavery did
in fact still exist? And what would you say
if that individual continued to inform you
that it was not just in the United States,
but worldwide that there were 20 to 30
million victims of slavery that still existed
in an industry known as human trafficking, and that this industry was the second-largest grossing illegal crime in the
world behind drug trafficking?
Before getting into the meat of this
topic, it should be stated that all the facts
within this column are from various websites sponsored by Not for Sale, End Slavery Now and The Polaris Project.
I assure you, you would probably be
taken aback and feel unsure and very uncomfortable. Truths such as this typical-

ly make us feel as such, and that’s why so
many people are still uninformed about
it.
Human trafficking is the forced labor
of a person by means of physical work,
bonded labor, child labor, domestic servitude or sexual exploitation (otherwise
known as sex trafficking). The individuals who run these trafficking rings are
known as “pimps” or “johns,” and they are
incredibly clever.
The first question people usually have
about human trafficking is how is it possible that this is even going on in our
modern world? We have so many advancements in technology and surveillance—there is no way that this is real.
What people fail to realize is that it is
technology that is making it so easy for
human trafficking to occur.
Pimps use cell phones, dating apps,
social media, email, you name it. They
use it to prey on vulnerable people and
lure them into the trafficking trade. Runaways are especially prime prey for pimps
in America. They shower the runaways
with gifts, affection and attention. They
give them false promises to hope for and
meaningless gifts to hold on to. They
then bring them into the industry, making them believe that they are going to
become models, actresses/actors, anything that their hearts desire.
Suddenly these young adults find

themselves in a predicament that is close
to impossible to escape on their own.
They know no one, are being forced
against their will to perform various acts,
are being beaten and their pimps threaten to hurt them or their loved ones if they
try to leave. It’s nothing short of terrifying.
These victims are then sold via the internet, through texting, phone calls or
just on the street. Yet, more often than
not, if a victim on the street gets caught
selling themselves, they will get prosecuted, not their pimps, because they are
believed to be doing it on their own free
will.
The next thing people question is how
can there be so many victims if it’s mainly an issue isolated to the United States?
The thing is, it is not isolated to the United States alone. There are many victims
here in our country that are not domestic and are here illegally. America is the
second most popular destination zone for
traffickers to bring over-sea victims because they are incredibly easy to blend in
and sell here.
But how do these victims get trapped
over here? The traffickers will find people
who come from poor backgrounds and
promise them a better life, money to send
back to their families and marriage for
young unwed girls. They then smuggle
them into America and force them into

unpaid labor.
These victims then find themselves
alone, terrified, typically unable to speak
English and here without documentation. They are smart enough to know that
if they try to find help from law enforcement, it is very possible that they will get
in trouble for being here without documentation, even though it is not their
fault.
This is only the tip of the iceberg on
information about human trafficking.
It is an extremely complicated and ever-growing industry that needs to be
brought closer to the forefront of ongoing
problems in the world. The organizations
listed earlier, (Not for Sale, End Slavery
Now and The Polaris Project) are working to put an end to modern day slavery
once and for all. But it starts with awareness of the truth of what is going on, no
matter how uncomfortable it is. It is not
just a small group of people that can
make the change; we all need to step in.
Slavery didn’t end with the 13th
Amendment. But with everyone’s help,
we can be the generation that ends it for
good.
Jordan Bierbrauer is the Opinion Editor
for The Collegian and can be reached at jbierbrauer@sdsucollegian.com.

Letter to
the Editor

“‘Where can I report something on campus?’ Anywhere.”
MADELIN MACK
Student
At the risk of understating, I was
disappointed with the Collegian’s “Letters from Ava” a few weeks ago. The
piece raised a great, though rather vague,
question—“Where can I report something on campus?”—and denied readers
any answer other than: “Don’t bother.”
It’s unfortunate that the writer had
a bad experience with reporting procedures on campus, but I’m disturbed that
this would lead to the suggestion that the
hassle is never worth it.
While the article left the “something”
to be reported ambiguous, I found my-

self immediately thinking of victims of
sexual assault, which is already a vastly underreported crime. The Justice Department estimates that only 1 in 5 victims of sexual assault on college campuses report the incident to authorities.
Yes, the process to report any incident on campus is lengthy and emotionally exhausting. Yes, the victim and
any witnesses will be asked many, many
questions along the way, but without a
clear picture of what occurred further
action cannot be fairly taken. It might be
frustrating, but I cannot and will not believe the stress and inconvenience outweighs justice.
I do agree with the “Letter from Ava”
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on one account—you are not alone. If
you’ve been harmed on campus, there
are others who know how you feel and
resources to help. If you want to make
our campus safer and keep what happened to you from happening to someone else, you owe it to yourself and the
rest of the SDSU community to speak
up.
The number to contact University Police Department is (605) 688-5117. Community assistants, advisers, faculty members—anyone you feel you can trust on
this campus is ready and willing to help
with the reporting process.
You are not alone.
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Task force, Governor propose retention plan
Student organizations host Daugaard’s task force to discuss teacher retention

IAN LACK • The Collegian
The SDSU Student National Education Association hosts the Blue Ribbon Task Force with other student associations in a panel that discussed ways to improve education and teaching opportunities.

IAN LACK
Reporter
South Dakota recently came under
fire for its lack of adequate teacher pay.
It was reported across multiple media outlets that South Dakota is the
lowest-paying state in the nation when
it comes to teacher salary. In addition
to that, the state has also seen a drastic
shortage of available working teachers
within state lines.
In response to this, Governor Dennis Daugaard appointed over two dozen educators, state representatives and
other community leaders to the Blue
Ribbon Task Force in February to investigate where the problems surrounding the education system in South Dakota originate and how to properly address them.
For months, the task force traveled
throughout the state, visiting schools
and meeting with educators and students, gathering information on how
legislators in Pierre could improve education environments in South Dakota.

The panel did this again Nov. 5 in Rotunda D with a 200-member audience
listening in on the task force’s progress
improving education.
The Student National Education Association on campus requested that
the task force extend some of its members to campus to participate in a panel
hosted and set up by the student organization with the aid of eight other student organizations.
SNEA is an on-campus professional
organization of aspiring teachers from
all content areas. Members stress the
professional development, political action, service learning and the promotion of teaching as a profession for students.
The student organization meets
each month to discuss education topics
with its roughly 30 members as well as
any undergraduates who are studying to
become a teacher. The club also manages service projects each semester, like a
partnership with local schools for project English Language Learners (ELL).
The organization has also visited Pierre

to investigate exactly how education is
being managed in South Dakota.
As SNEA president and early childhood and elementary education major
Mackenzie Gough led the roughly twohour discussion with panelists, including SDSU students as well as four of the
Blue Ribbon Task Force panel members: Steven O’Brien, an English teacher from Watertown High School, Kevin Teztaff, CEO of First Bank & Trust in
Brookings, Representative of District
9, Paula Hawks, and Superintendent of
Burke School District, Erik Person.
The panel discussed the benefits of
raising teacher income, ways South Dakota could attract more teachers and
how to overall improve the classroom
settings across the state.
“We need to start paying better attention to who we’re hiring in South
Dakota to educate our children,”
O’Brien said. “Just because I’ve watched
just about every season of House
doesn’t mean I can walk into a hospital and start giving orders. The same
should apply to how we hire our educa-

tors in this state.”
The panel helped to make students
more aware of what was going on behind the scenes, said SNEA vice president Paige Meester.
The panel’s audience was comprised
of many of SDSU’s education majors.
The panel’s information on the problems facing South Dakota teachers resonated with most of the audience, including SNEA president Gough.
“If the legislature did raise teacher pay in South Dakota, I would stay
because I love Brookings, and I love
the community,” Gough said. “It’s just
that I want a family and I don’t think I
can support a family on a $40,000 income when I can do better in Iowa. I
just hope things get better for teachers
here.”
After months of research, the task
force has proposed a $75 million plan
for education in the state. The plan
would increase annual teacher salary
from an average of $40,000 to an average of $48,000.

Custodians are unsung heroes of campus
KARIM ABDELAZIM
Reporter
Approximately 70 custodians, divided between
day shifts and night shifts,
work for the Facilities and
Services Department and
maintain more than 2.3
million square feet spread
across 66 buildings. They
operate behind the scenes
to make sure everything
is maintained and runs
smoothly on campus.
“We are here, we are
the other half. We keep it
clean, we keep it tidy and
we keep it secure,” said Sally Rederth, custodial services supervisor II. “I think
our biggest thing is building
security, we keep things secure and maintained.”
The custodians on campus are divided across multiple departments including Housing, The Student
Union and the Facilities
and Services, which encompasses of the majority of the
buildings on campus.
“It is critical to our
school; it has been proven
that when students visit a
school it [how maintained
campus is] affects their decision,” said Troy Syhre, the
director of custodial services. “It has some weight
in their decision to coming
here.”
The custodians on
campus have seen a lot of
changes over the previous
few years including an app

called AIM, that is now required to be used by the
staff. The app allows the
custodians to clock in on
it. It also offers a list of the
duties and tasks that they
must complete and the ability to check off each one as
they progress through their
shifts, which are usually at
night time.
Custodians are divided into two groups. Each
group has its own supervisor, “custodial services supervisor II.” Their duties
vary night to night where
they spend the night finishing off paperwork and associated duties or working out
in the field performing quality checks and checking up
with the custodians.
“I have good staff that I
work with, my boss is awesome,” said Peggy Hofwalt,
a facility worker in The
Union. “I would never want
to substitute him with anyone else because he works
with me.”
The Facilities and Services also boasts a low turnover rate among their custodians. The national average of custodians quitting
their jobs is approximately 60 percent, but this number is less than nine per-

cent at SDSU. The custodian services usually operates
on three to four vacancies
every month. This, however,
is usually dealt with as the
department employs seven SDSU students who are
sometimes assigned these
vacancies or cover for other
staff members when needed.
Custodians also check
fire hydrants, work on snow
removal and check on water
softeners and smoking posts
around campus in addition
to their regular responsibilities of cleaning and maintaining buildings. They are
also responsible for locking
most of the campus buildings for the majority of the
week. The University Police Department completes
the job the remainder of the
week.
The Facilities and Services custodians are an integral part of campus with
most of their work gone unnoticed as they tend to operate mostly overnight.
Some of their shifts begin
at 10 p.m. and end around
6 a.m. Regardless of their
work hours, they still maintain the building and it’s security.

PHU NGUYEN • The Collegian
Union worker Peggy Hofwalt empties a trash bin in the Union Coffee shop. Hofwalt enjoys her job as well as
throwing darts in after hours.
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University of Missouri protests
inspire reaction from students
KATHERINE CLAYTON
Lifestyles Editor
Colombia, Missouri is 543.9 miles
away from Brookings, South Dakota,
but in terms of the issues that the University of Missouri and South Dakota
State University are facing, the distance
seems a lot smaller.
During the week of Nov. 9, the University of Missouri encountered threatening posts on Yik Yak directed at black
students. Another student conducted a
hunger strike that he launched in hopes
of motivating the president of the university, Tim Wolfe, to step down from
his position due to the students believing he was not addressing the issues of
race on their campus. The football players refused to play in a football game
against Brigham Young University until
the president and Chancellor R. Bowen Loftin stepped down from their positions. The dissatisfaction with how the
university officials handled the sitution
grew to protests across campus.
Before last week’s events took place,
the campus had been experiencing racial tension on campus and lack of action by administration.
In the past, the events that took
place at Mizzou may have been secluded to their campus and their town, but
in the digital age, all it took was people
to start posting about their experience
on social media. Now the issues are nationally known.
“I am certainly proud of the students [at the University of Missouri]
for standing up in what they believe in,”
said Kas Williams, the program adviser for African American programs at
SDSU. “[When you see that] students
are affecting change on their campus,
I think it’s a good thing. I think it just
started out with a hunger strike, it took
one guy and now it has national attention.”
Some students, such as Shane
Bartz, are surprised that racist comments and incidents still occur today.
“I kind of thought as a nation we
had moved past that,” Bartz said, a
sophomore advertising major.
Bartz thought it was great that students created the change that took
place on campus. They held a hunger
strike, they walked off the football field
and then protested.
“I consider myself to be a minority because I’m gay,” Bartz said. “I think
that being able to cause a change like
that is really amazing.”
Bartz said he wanted to transfer to
a different school last year after he saw

individuals posting negative
comments about gay people
in the SDSU campus area
on Yik Yak. Bartz instead
got involved with the Gay
Straight Alliance.
“For me personally, it
gave me a safe space where I
knew I was …welcomed and
supported by everyone in
that group,” Bartz said.
He is now on the GSA
executive committee.
There are places students can go if they experience discrimination of any
kind, Williams said. These
include the Multicultural Center, Office of Diversity, Equity and Inclusion,
American Indian Education
and Cultural Center, student
organizations and Title IX
and Employment Opportunity office.
“What I love about
[having these resources] is
DANIEL BRENNER • Columbia Daily Tribune via AP
that we make a concerted
effort to make our students Concerned Student 1950 member Ayanna Poole uses a megaphone while leading a “We Are Not Afraid” march including local and
feel included because people regional campuses Friday, Nov. 13, 2015 on Rollins Street on the University of Missouri campus in Columbia, Mo.
always talk about diversity,
Two years ago, she said, she was in
the institutional racism.”
but it’s diversity and inclusion, so what
a physiology lab when a classmate was
Le has experienced institutional racare we doing to make our students feel
having trouble with the assignment.
ism
when people don’t believe that racincluded,” Williams said. “I think what
Ali offered to help the student. When
ism
exists at SDSU or discuss reverse
you see at the Missouri campus is that
Ali and the other student finished the
racism.
those students did not feel included.”
assignment, the other student said,
To Le, the next step would be to
Michelle Johnson, the Title IX and
“You’re really smart for a black girl.”
have
a dialogue.
employment opportunity coordina“I never knew my skin color signi“One
thing I’ve realized is that peotor, said SDSU is determined to figure
fied my intelligence or like even in the
ple
don’t
like talking about it,” Le said.
out what causes “race-based discrimiequation. … That was just one of the
“They
like
to put it off to the side or
nation” and the campus wants to take
big ones that have happened to me here they want to dismiss it. I think that’s resteps to stop the behavior.
on campus,” Ali said. “I want people to
ally dangerous because if you don’t talk
“If you don’t know even that a simknow that as much as people think racabout it then you don’t learn.”
ple comment was made, then the next
ism doesn’t exist, racism does exist and
The Office of Diversity, Equity and
time a comment is made it seems like
it is still really a huge deal.”
Community
is starting “The Difference
that is an isolated incident then the
Other students support the activism is Dialogue” program. This program
next time,” Johnson said. “We need the
and protests that took place at Mizzou.
will focus on bringing together different
information so we can link these isolat“I am a strong believer in standing
groups of students to have discussions
ed incidences together.”
up in what you believe in and equality,
about issues happening on campus.
Semehar Ghebrekidan, a senior
so I really appreciated their efforts and
These dialogues will begin on Jan. 26,
global studies major, has encountered
having peaceful protests and fighting
2016 and will last for five weeks, ending
discriminatory comments during her
against it,” said Iris Le, a junior nursing on Feb. 22, 2016.
time at SDSU. She said she is happy
major. “Mizzou showed the nation, the
“I would like to see our students
with how the students at Mizzou reactpower of solidarity, the power of getting more engaged in the process before it
ed to the discriminatory comments.
together as students and standing up
gets to the point of complete commu“They paved the way for other
for what you believe in.”
nication breakdown,” Williams said. “If
schools to do the same thing,” she said.
Le believes that there is racism at
you’re doing the work on the front end,
“What students can do is realize that
SDSU, but it is institutional racism,
you don’t have to worry abount the rethese things are happening on campus
which is more engrained in the system
sults on the back end of things. I do
and not just realize it by acknowledging
than people realize.
think our school is headed in the right
it as ‘it has happened in the past.’ No, it
“It’s not as outward as it is in like
direction. [We are] putting people in
is happening.”
Missouri,” Le said. “We know that beplace to show we are an inclusive camIman Ali, a fifth-year senior bioloing racist is wrong. We know that hatpus.”
gy and microbiology major, has experiing on other people’s races and spewing
enced racism on campus.
out hatred is bad, but we don’t realize
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Behind the scenes: Doner Auditorium
Taking a look at the history, memories,
and legacy built by the building

Commencement will
split into two ceremonies
HANNAH KOELLER
News Editor
Due to overcrowding and amount of time, this May’s undergraduate commencement ceremony at South Dakota State
University will be split in two.
Each ceremony will feature three colleges. The first, at 10
a.m., is for students graduating from the College of Agriculture
and Biological Sciences, the College of Engineering and the
College of Nursing. The second ceremony will be held at 1 p.m.
and will include students from the College of Arts and Sciences, the College of Education and Human Sciences and the College of Pharmacy.
Close to 600 students will participate in each undergraduate commencement ceremony this spring, said Rhoda Smith,
one of the ceremony organizers. Each graduation is estimated
to take around 90 minutes.
A graduate ceremony will also take place at 4 p.m on the
same day.
After last year’s graduation, organizers held a debrief meeting which led to the final push for change, according to Provost
Laurie Nichols.
“It took that safety and security perspective for us to know,”
Nichols said. “We really should not be trying to pack as many
people in.”
Overcrowding and ceremony length were just a few of the
concerns that lead to the commencement changes. Limited
parking, disabled seating and ease of arriving and leaving were
also factors said Don Challis, assistant vice president of safety
and security.
“[These issues] led to conditions that made a joyous event
sometimes less than the festive event it should be for our graduates and their parents,” Challis said.
The decision to split graduation into different ceremonies
started about three years ago. According to Nichols, organizers look at other universities such as Colorado and Idaho to see
how their ceremonies were held.
“The model that we were seeing was college-specific commencements,” Nichols said.
However, the deans were not ready to run their own commencements yet. The option of having two ceremonies seemed
more doable, Nichols said.
Students with majors in separate colleges will have the option to walk in both ceremonies or they can choose to only
graduate with one.
But this idea is not appealing to everyone.
Sarah Olson, who graduated from SDSU in May 2015 with
a double major, said she wouldn’t like having to choose which
college to walk with or to walk in both.
“Since I majored in Biology and Spanish, with two different
colleges, I would have to pick which college to walk with,” Olson said. “With this new idea, I would have to pick which ceremony, too, and be more disconnected from my other major.”
Olson said she also liked watching her friends from other
colleges graduate during the same commencement.
Splitting the ceremony allows for everyone to be comfortable and for officials to deal with everything in a manageable
time frame, Smith said.
“We aren’t making major changes to what we do,” Smith
said. “It will retain the same traditions.”
Even though Olson is not on board, other students are
looking forward to this new change, including Whitney Eystad.
As a senior pharmacy student, she believes that the split
ceremonies will allow more students and families to attend.
“This is definitely a positive change. All I have heard is people complain how long the ceremony is and how hot it can get
in the building…” Eystad said. “This should be a big milestone
in a college student’s life, but some do not even attend due to
the conditions.”
Despite the length of the ceremony, whether it is one or
two, Eystad plans on walking at her graduation.
“As a pharmacy major, college graduation is a big milestone that I would never miss out on,” she said. “I have always
planned to walk and will walk this May, and come back in two
years to walk with my PharmD (Doctor of Pharmacy).”
Students graduating in Fall 2015 and Spring, Summer or
Fall 2016 are accepted for May 2016 graduation.
“We’re not picky about it,” Nichols said. “The idea is we
want students to participate in commencement.”

SDBOR discusses sale
of alcohol on campus
MAKENZIE HUBER
News Editor
Alcohol is not allowed on South Dakota State’s campus,
but the South Dakota Board of Regents is looking to possibly
change that.
During their October meeting, the SDBOR announced the
investigation of the possible sale of alcohol on campuses across
the state.
An Alcohol Sales Task Force is currently inquiring about alcohol sales at state universities, but it is only a conversation
held at the SDBOR level, according to Students’ Association
Programming and Public Relations Chair Clarke Sanders.
The task force plans to present a report of its findings to
the SDBOR in December. The report will include background
information on how other states have worked with the sale of
alcohol on campuses and the possible law and policy changes
needed to continue.
If the board decides to proceed after the report is given,
Janelle Toman, director of communications and chair of the
Alcohol Sales Task Force, said after changing state laws and
SDBOR policies to permit the sale of alcohol on campus she
assumes “the policies would give the campuses some level of
discretion that would make it work for them.”
One way in which institutions could work at their own discretion is to give presidents at each college the choice to dictate where alcohol could be sold, but Toman is not certain if
that is the path the SDBOR will go if they decide to proceed in
December.
One example of where alcohol sales could take place on
campus mentioned during the SDBOR meeting was at athletic events such as football games. Toman also said there was a
possibility for the sale of alcohol at other activities such as the
performing arts events.
No official buildings have been considered yet in the discussion.
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This corner of a dressing room within the Doner Auditorium shows how many of the walls are covered in writing.

MAKENZIE HUBER
News Editor
Doner Auditorium was more
than just an auditorium to Ray
Peterson. It was his second home.
Peterson, who worked in the
Theater Department for 40 years,
said he remembers building sets
on the Doner stage with students
many nights; even building sets
through the night.
“It was so much more than
just a classroom experience for an
instructor,” Peterson said. “I made
lifetime friendships based on the
time outside of the classroom,
and Doner Auditorium provided
me many hours of working side
by side with students I grew to
know and love.”
The years he spent in Doner
were certainly “good years” Peterson said, but he thinks it is time
for a change.
Doner Auditorium has seen
a number of changes in its history. It once housed an organ, and
the balcony served as more than
a storage area at one point. The
balcony was used for seating until university officials decided the
balcony was not safe because of
its limited exit.
The auditorium will see another change once the Theater
Department relocates performances to the Performing Arts
Center after its expansion is completed. Doner will not remain
empty after the shows stop; the
auditorium will continue to act
as an integral part of SDSU, said
Bob Otterson, executive assistant
to President Chicoine.
The auditorium will see a
complete renovation and a “repurpose” into a large lecture hall
once again. The backstage will
be repurposed and redesigned to
fit the lecture hall design. There
are no official plans in the making yet, but using the space as a
lecture hall is the main idea right
now.
“I just don’t want that space to
be gutted and turned into more
office space,” Peterson said. “I
think it deserves better use than
that.”
Peterson doesn’t have to worry
about that, according to Otterson.
Being an auditorium suggests it
was once used as a lecture hall,
and the university plans to bring
it back to that purpose.
Renovating the auditorium
into a lecture hall would fit the

need of the university for another lecture facility, and it serves
the mission of the university, Otterson said. Doner will continue
to be used by the university after
more than a century of its construction.
The auditorium was built in
1913. It was not given an official
name until it was referred to as
the College Auditorium in 1914
and later the University Auditorium, once South Dakota State College became South Dakota State
University. Graduation ceremonies, chapel services, lectures and
musical performances have been
held in the auditorium and it has
served as a place of memories for
thousands of SDSU alumni and
students.
Doner still remains a home
for current students like it was for
Peterson. Aarron Schuelke, a second-year student in the graduate
communications and theatre program, said some his most memorable college experiences were in
Doner Auditorium.
“It was my second home for
the next four years,” Schuelke
said of his undergraduate years at
SDSU. “I spent more time in Doner than at my apartments or any
of the places I’ve lived.”
In 1963, the Division II men’s
basketball national championship
game was broadcast in the University Auditorium. Students and
faculty gathered in the seats and
listened to the game, cheering on
the Jacks until the final buzzer,
when the Jacks made a last-second shot to beat Wittenberg University 44-42. The event was
“quite exciting” said Chuck Cecil,
a faculty member at the time.
Those memories extend beyond just a few people who were
touched over the auditorium’s
century-long existence. Even the
auditorium’s namesake since its
name change in 1978 cherished
the memories he had while in the
auditorium.
Former President of SDSU
Sherwood Berg honored David B.
Doner by renaming the auditorium for him in 1978 “in recognition of [his] long and very devoted service to South Dakota State
University and South Dakota.”
Doner’s service to SDSU spanned
45 years from the time he attended school to his retirement.
· He first came to State in
1913 as a member of the School of
Agriculture’s first four-year class

after his eighth grade graduation.
· He enrolled in the college
in 1917, but worked on his family farm during World War I until
1919 when he returned to teach in
the School of Agriculture.
· Doner became an assistant secretary to the college in
1920 and was appointed registrar
in 1922. His title was changed to
director of admissions and records in 1953.
Doner attended summer
school and classes throughout the
year at the beginning of his career. He graduated with a bachelor’s degree in general science in
1928.
His service to SDSU created a
lasting impression on the university. As registrar, he signed more
than 12,500 diplomas and was
the sixth person to be named a
Distinguished Alumnus of SDSU
in 1964. He was awarded an honorary doctor of humanities degree
in 1973.
Doner was able to see his lasting impact take place at State a
month before his death in 1978.
The auditorium has been used
as a performance venue since its
construction, and students in the
Theater Department have made
their marks on the auditorium,
literally, by writing on the walls.
Peterson can’t pinpoint exactly when students began to write
messages on the backstage walls
at Doner, but the custom was already a tradition by the time he
arrived in 1971.
The walls were painted over
sometime during his career and
a number of students were upset
about it. No one was aware the
university decided to paint the
walls, Peterson said.
Now, the oldest signature
Schuelke has identified is from
1987.
When the auditorium in repurposed, an architecture and engineering firm in charge of the
project will determine whether or
not the walls will be painted over
again, Otterson said.
Schuelke himself wrote on
the wall before he graduated. He chose the back corner of
the dressing room, where he got
ready for every show. Schuelke
said: “It’s a surreal moment because you’re finding your own
place in history that fits all of
your college career.”
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Shown above is a panoramic view of the balcony within the Doner Auditorium. Due to safety concerns, the balcony seats are no longer in use.
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SA talks
Tapingo

Fans bid farewell to Coughlin-Alumni

MAKENZIE HUBER
News Editor

DREW CARROLL
Managing Editor

Waiting in line for 15 minutes at The
Union to get a plate of noodles shouldn’t
be the status quo. At least that’s what
Doug Wermedal thinks.
Wermedal, an adviser for the Students’ Association, proposed a solution
for the long wait lines for food around
campus: Tapingo.
“[Waiting in line] has always just kind
of eaten away at your time,” Wermedal said.
Some features of the app discussed at
the SA meeting Monday night include:
· Remote ordering to any food service within a mile of campus.
· Accepts meal plans, credit cards
and other forms of payment.
· Works at retail-type dining services, but not at Larson Commons or the
C-Store.
· Pickup and delivery options. Delivery would not be used right away if
Tapingo is used.
There will be a convenience fee when
using the app. There is no set amount for
the per transaction fee for SDSU, but it
can range from 10 cents to 35 cents, Wermedal said.
The solution will be brought to other
university officials and Aramark to see if
the app can be implemented.
SA’s next meeting will be next Monday, Nov. 23 at 7 p.m. in the Lewis and
Clark room.

People took different materials from stadium following final game
“I don’t know if we had a feeling one
way or the other,” Holm said. “We just
wanted to make sure people were safe.”
Coughlin-Alumni Stadium came to
Scott Waltman was one of the spectaa close in a positive light Saturday, Nov.
tors who took some materials away from
7, as the South Dakota State Universithe stadium after the game. Waltman
ty Jackrabbits defeated the No. 2-ranked said he had left the stadium and then reteam in the Football Championship Seturned to grab some items to rememries poll.
ber the stadium by. Waltman was able to
When a structure with a history such
grab a seat cushion from the season-tickas Coughlin-Alumni comes to an end,
et holders’ section below the press box
people who spent many years watching
and a section of the blue and yellow
games and making memories try to hang bleachers.
on to anything they can from the estabThe athletics department also saved
lishment. Coughlin-Alumni Stadium was some items from the stadium. Holm said
no different as spectators grabbed seats,
the department removed the signs that
seat backs, bleacher sections and other
were hanging on both sides of the press
similar materials after the finale.
box, the very first turnstile from the conAccording to Jeff Holm, senior assocourse, the ticket stub containers and
ciate athletic director for facilities and
other items before the game. The tops
operations, the athletics department
of the bleachers were fiberglass, but the
didn’t know people would take things at
original wood bleachers were still unthe end of the game. Holm said the dederneath that fiberglass. According to
partment was indifferent on the taking
Holm, the department was able to secure
of materials from the stadium.
more memorabilia after the conclusion
of the game.
“We cut
off a bunch of
those [wooden
bleachers] and
saved some
Everybody just wanted a little piece of history, a
wood,” Holm
keepsake of all the memories, all the games.
said. “So we
will be doing
Scott Waltman some things
SDSU alumnus with that.”
It is unclear

“

whether or not the removal of items
from the stadium after the game was a
planned event.
“Some people had taken wrenches and tools to unscrew their temporary
seats on the west side,” Waltman said.
“They wanted to take the seats they had
been sitting in the past several years,
I think. It was kind of wild that people were that prepared. But I think taking the bleachers was a spur-of-the-moment thing. And once one person did
it, it gained momentum. Everybody just
wanted a little piece of history, a keepsake of all the memories, all the games.”
Holm mentioned that the bookstore
will also have an apparel shop in the new
stadium. The athletics department allowed the bookstore to take some items
from the stadium for that shop.
“They are going to create some things
in their new shop with that wood and
with some of the other items that we
saved,” Holm said.
The athletics department plans to return the letters that spelled out Coughlin-Alumni Stadium on the front of the
press box to the Coughlin family. Holm
said two of the letters are currently missing but the department knows the where
abouts of those letters.
“We are going to have an area that
honors Coughlin-Alumni Stadium,”
Holm said. “That’s where it will probably
end up, but we want the family to have
the ability to make that call.”

Open forums help university hire campus ombudsperson
PAT BOWDEN
Reporter
South Dakota State is in search of an
ombudsperson, and is using open forums
to determine which candidates are the
best fit for SDSU.
This new university role creates a goto person for all questions concerning issues with the school’s land-grant mission
and will report directly to President Chicoine. Open forums were held Nov. 3 and
6.
This role, according to the official job
description form, has the candidate “providing impartial consultation to faculty, staff and students who are concerned
about issues.” On top of conflict resolution, the job encompasses monitoring campus activities that may violate individual rights, tracking good and bad
trends through data and being a facilitator for anyone who has questions or concerns.

For a role that will affect students directly, the search committee decided that
an open forum where students could directly ask questions would be beneficial
to the hiring process.
“In my experience, an open forum is
held in conjunction with a search to include constituency groups the person
in the position would serve,” said Ruth
Harper, head of the search committee
and counseling and human development
professor. “In the case of the ombuds, the
new hire will serve students, faculty, and
staff—so all were invited to an open forum. I don’t think any students showed
up, however.”
This is not the first position that has
had an open forum to help the hiring process, however, said Marc Serret, the director of human resources.
“[These open forums are] frequent
but not all the time. Each search committee decides how they want to go about it,”
Serrett said. “[In this case], the search

committee wanted to get the person in
front of as many people as they could.
Generally, most executive positions go
through this process or positions that directly affect students.”
These forums, on top of being another
form of interview, help candidates determine if they want the position as well.
“The candidate [also] learns more
about the university; it is a two way interview, and the people viewing get a better look at the candidate and if they have
a concerns,” Serrett said. “This is a good
way to be able to ask candidates questions.”
While hiring members are in attendance at these forums, there is also a formal evaluation process that can ultimately help the hiring decision. People that attend the forum are asked to fill out a form
at the end that helps the committee know
what people think of the candidates and
if there is any overwhelming impressions.
“Much of the time those [form] com-

ments at these forums make their way to
the final decision of that candidate,” Serrett said. “It’s just one more data point for
the hiring process for the hiring manager
when they’re making their decision [and]
they can be significant, people participating can have more ownership of the hiring process.”
These forums are not a new way to
help the hiring process, but they are also
not required for every position. What
these forums do is help get a general consensus on people’s thoughts on the candidates and gives the hiring team a chance
to see the candidate perform in a different light in a larger group.
“I’m big on getting the candidates in
front of as many groups as we can, and it
creates ownership as well for those who
provide input,” Serrett said. “I think [the
open forums] could [make candidates
nervous] especially in front of a large
group, so it gets them out of their comfort
zone a little bit.”
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Thanksgiving recipes for the confused college kid
KATHERINE CLAYTON
Lifestyles Editor

W

hen Thanksgiving comes to most people’s minds, they think
about turkey, stuffing, rolls and pie. Each family has their
secret recipe for each of those treasured food items, but
some people’s families won’t share the recipes or they’ve made the recipes and they don’t taste the same. In addition to lacking chef-like cooking skills, students also don’t have a huge kitchen other than the kitchen

Pecan-pumpkin pie
Ingredients:
Crust
1 Pillsbury™ refrigerated pie crust, softened as
directed on box
1 teaspoon all-purpose flour
Pumpkin Filling
1 cup canned pumpkin (not pumpkin pie mix)
1 egg, beaten
1/2 cup half-and-half
1/2 cup granulated sugar
1 1/2 teaspoons pumpkin pie spice
Pecan Filling
1/4 cup light or dark corn syrup
2 eggs, beaten
2 tablespoons butter or margarine, melted
1/4 cup packed brown sugar
1/2 teaspoon vanilla
1 1/2 cups pecan halves

Directions:

Heat oven to 450°F. Sprinkle both sides of pie
crust with 1/2 teaspoon flour; smooth flour over
crust. Place crust in 9-inch glass pie plate. Carefully line pastry with double thickness of foil,
gently pressing foil to bottom and side of pastry. Let foil extend over edge to prevent excessive
browning.
Bake 10 minutes. Carefully remove foil; bake 3 to
4 minutes longer or until pastry begins to brown
and has become set. Reduce oven temperature to
350°F.
In medium bowl, beat all pumpkin filling ingredients with whisk until blended. Pour filling into
partially baked crust. In another medium bowl,
beat all pecan filling ingredients except pecans
with whisk until blended. Stir in pecans. Carefully spoon mixture over pumpkin layer.
Bake 30 to 35 minutes or until knife inserted 1
inch from edge comes out clean. Cool completely on cooling rack, about 2 hours. Store covered
in refrigerator.
Retreived from pillsbury.com

available in the residence halls.
There are some Thanksgiving delicacies that are better bought than
made, including turkey and stuffing.
Turkeys take hours to thaw and are extremely confusing to make. My
suggestion is to make turkey cutlets or buy the frozen equivalent.
Stuffing is another matter entirely. With stuffing, luckily, there are
boxes just waiting to be prepared at your local Hy-Vee or Wal-mart.
Here are some recipes that can help you bring a simpler version of
Thanksgiving to your table.

Cranberry sauce
Ingredients:

1 package (12 ounces) fresh or frozen cranberries
1/3 cup brown sugar, packed
2/3 cup granulated sugar
1 cup orange juice
1 teaspoon orange zest, optional
dash cinnamon, optional

Directions:

Rinse and pick the cranberries over, discarding damaged berries; set
aside.
In a medium saucepan over high heat, bring the sugars and orange
juice to a boil and cook, stirring until sugars are dissolved.
Add the cranberries and orange zest or cinnamon and bring back to a
boil.
Reduce heat to low and simmer for 10 to 12 minutes, or until the cranberries are popping.
Retreived from southernfood.about.com

Sweet potato casserole
Ingredients:

1 (40 ounce) can cut sweet potatoes, undrained
1 cup white sugar
2 eggs
1/3 cup butter
1/3 cup milk
1 teaspoon vanilla extract
1 cup packed brown sugar
1 cup chopped pecans
1/3 cup all-purpose flour
1/3 cup butter, melted

Directions:

Preheat oven to 350 degrees F (175 degrees C). Butter a 2 quart baking
dish.
Place the sweet potatoes and their liquid in a medium saucepan, and
bring to a boil. Cook 15 minutes, or until tender. Remove from heat,
drain, and mash.
In a medium bowl, mix the mashed sweet potatoes, white sugar, eggs,
1/3 cup butter, milk, and vanilla extract. Spread evenly into the prepared baking dish.
In a separate bowl, mix the brown sugar, chopped pecans, flour, and
1/3 cup melted butter. Sprinkle over the sweet potato mixture.
Bake 35 minutes in the preheated oven, or until a knife inserted near
the center comes out clean.
Retreived from allrecipes.com

I’m thankful I’m a Jackrabbit because...

SUBMITTED YAKS
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Fashion
Forward
Name: Rayyane Aljehani
Year: Freshman
Major: Mechanical Engineering

Q: How would you describe your style?
A: Casual
Q: Where do you shop?
A: I go to the Mall of America in Minneapolis or
[the Empire Mall in] Sioux Falls. I don’t shop online.
Q: Why don’t you shop online?
A: There are a lot of problems with sizing. I like
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Jackrabbit
views clothes
as individual
expression
SHANELL PETERSON
Reporter

to see the material. I like to go to the fitting room.
Q: What is the most important thing about
picking out an outfit in the morning?
A: Every morning, I spend like an hour trying to
match clothes. ‘O.K. What should I wear?’ Yeah, I
take a long time.
Q: If you could switch closets with anyone,
who would it be?
A: I think my brother because he’s stylish.
Q: What makes your brother stylish?
He dresses nice all the time. He goes shopping
a lot.

“

Fashion tip:

If you look at the guys, most
of them dress in a sweatshirt.
They don’t care about their appearance. I think appearance
is really important. It’s not for
other people. It’s for yourself.
You feel clean. You feel happy.
Rayyane Aljehani
Freshman
SHANELL PETERSON • The Collegian
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Crockpots: The secret weapon to eating healthy but staying lazy
SELENA YAKABE
Columnist
Part of being healthy is eating
healthy.
It is pretty universally accepted that
eating at home is better for your health
than eating out, but it can be hard to
find the time to cook a healthy meal.
Not that this is a recent discovery by
any means, but crockpots are probably
one of my favorite things because I don’t
have to work that hard to eat healthy.
Crockpots make it easier to eat
healthy because all you have to do is
throw some things into the crockpot in
the morning, and dinner is ready when
you get home from school or work. It
makes life a lot easier.

There’s actually a surprising amount
of things that you can make in a crockpot. For instance, you can make ribs in
a crockpot. Not that I have ever done
this myself, but it seems like a great idea.
Just think how tender those ribs would
be in a slow cooker. Yum.
There are a lot of great recipe books
as well as recipes floating around the Internet. In particular, BuzzFeed has a
whole section of 24 recipes for what they
call “Dump Dinners.” They have some
interesting ones like carne asada nachos
or beef and broccoli. They’re anything
but bland and boring.These recipes are
often freezer-friendly as well and you
can make them in bulk if desired.
So, you can prepare them before
hand, freeze them and then throw them

in the crockpot whenever you want. All
of these are super easy ways to save time
and eat healthy.
Whenever I am slipping into a more
unhealthy lifestyle, I tend to use the excuse “I just don’t have time,” but honestly, that’s not even an excuse with this.
My recommendation is to check out
BuzzFeed’s “Dump Dinners” and buy a
crockpot—it is worth the investment.
This is also user-friendly because, even
if you’re not good at cooking, I think it is
pretty hard to mess up a one-pot meal.
You can’t knock it until you at least try
it.
Plus, it’s great to come home to.
Making food in a crockpot makes your
house smell wonderful. When you come
home after a long day, your home is

filled with the smell of delicious food
that has been cooking all day.
The realization that you don’t have to
put in more work just to get some food
in your stomach is pretty great as well.
The last thing I want to do when I’m
hungry is sit around and wait for food
to be ready, which is why fast food can
seem so appealing sometimes. With a
crockpot, there is no waiting. It is perfect for an impatient person like myself.
It also makes me feel like I accomplished
some great feat and made an amazing
dinner when, in reality, it was not that
much effort.
Crockpots: easy to use, healthy and
they make you feel good about your culinary skills.
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Colors, sounds and smells blend to create an international experience
International Night brings together cultures from different countries and allows atendees to participate in another culture for the night. The event features a variety of foods
and performances unique to the countries represented at the event. Some of the dishes served at the event was a cream cheese dessert, spaghetti and sauce, chicken adobo,
white rice, chicken curry, jeera rice and chicken faurn.
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Basketball is

BACK

SDSU’s men open season with 2-0
record for the first time since 2010
ANDREW HOLTAN
Sports Reporter
The SDSU men’s basketball team
improved to 2-0 on Monday after defeating Weber State 85-68 at Frost Arena.
After handling Division-II Chadron State 87-52 in their season opener last Friday, the Jacks faced a tougher
team in Weber State, who was predicted to win their conference by the coaches. The Jacks came out on fire and built
an 11-2 lead and would not look back
as they led by double digits most of the
game.
“I was very concerned about this
game, really good basketball team
we beat tonight,” Head Coach Scott
Nagy said. “The difference in the game
was we forced them to turn it over 22
times.”
Senior George Marshall led the
team with 17 points and made big shots
all night.
“We were really sharp from the
start, moved the ball, played with good
pace and played aggressive, and that
led to the hot start,” Marshall said.
Senior Deondre Parks saw his first
action of the season after missing the
first game due to a groin injury. Parks
scored 16 points including 11 in the second half.
“He’s our leading returning scorer
from last year and he’s a big threat offensively, so he definitely added a different element that we missed last game,”
Marshall said.
Parks is fully back to 100 percent

and that was the only way he was going
to get to see the floor.
“Our trainer told me yesterday that
he might be able to play some and I
told her we don’t play some here, we either play or we don’t play,” Nagy said.
“We made him do some stuff pretty
hard in shootaround and he looks like
he’s in pretty good shape to me.”
Redshirt freshman Mike Daum had
10 points off the bench for the Jackrabbits. Daum is one of three centers who
will play for the Jackrabbits this season.
“I think rotation wise, we’re getting
things figured out and we’re just doing
what Coach Nagy tells us to do,” Daum
said.
Center Joel Bolomboy was coming off a 20-point game for the Wildcats. He finished with 15 points but the
Jacks forced him to turn the ball over
five times.
“He’s a lot for us to handle, we’ll
be hard-pressed to see a big man better than him this year,” Nagy said. “We
do have three inexperienced so it was
good for them. They have all the attributes that they need to get figured out
and they’re all going to get playing time
this year.”
The Jackrabbits start a five game
road trip Thursday when they take on
Illinois State University in Normal, Ill.
They will also take on Texas Christian
University of the Big 12 Conference on
Sunday, then travel to Cancun for the
Cancun Challenge tournament.
The Jacks will return home Dec.
2 to take on Wayne State College at 7
p.m.

JENNA CROYMANS • The Collegian
George Marshall, a preseason First Team All-Conference pick, looks to be a spark plug for the Jacks
on both ends of the court in his only full season of eligibility at SDSU.

Lujan keys Jackrabbit comeback in reserve role
AUSTIN HAMM
Sports Editor
Someone forgot to tell the University of South Dakota that they’re the little brother in this rivalry. The Coyotes gave the Jackrabbits all they could handle in Vermillion, S.D. last Saturday as the Jacks strutted out of
the DakotaDome with a 30-23 victory.
USD led 20-10 headed in the fourth quarter, but a
late rally, led by reserve quarterback Zach Lujan, running back Kyle Paris and a pick-six by safety Nick Farina, ripped off 20 unanswered points to give the Jackrabbits their third straight win on the year and help solidify
their position at the top of the rankings in the FCS.
“I thought it was a battle,” SDSU Head Coach John
Stiegelmeier said. “They played really good defense… it
wasn’t until he [Farina] crossed the goal line that I felt
the momentum really changed.”
A 40-yard pass from USD quarterback Ryan Saeger
to Brandt Van Roekel made it 7-0 ‘Yotes early, but the
Jacks responded with a field goal and a ten-yard rushing
touchdown from starting freshman quarterback Taryn
Christion to take a 10-7 lead into halftime. The rushing
score was the highlight of a tough day for Christion, as
he totaled just seven yards on six rushes and went 9-for19 passing for 153 yards and an interception.
Saeger took in a one yard score and USD added two
field goals to take a 20-10 lead, but with Christion giving way to Lujan for the fourth quarter, the Jacks were
far from done.
“[Going into the fourth] Our message was the same
as it’s been for 19 years. When you take the field, you

have a chance to affect the football game, and there were what a great rivalry,” Stiegelmeier said “And I thought
some big plays in the game that allowed us to get back in the fans were first class, I really did.”
it,” Steigelmeier said. “We preach ‘play like it’s your last
The win sets up the Jacks for their regular season fiplay,’ which is impossible to do, but why not try to do it. I nale at Western Illinois University this Saturday. With a
think our guys did that in the fourth quarter.
win, the Jacks will finish the season 9-2 and have a great
Lujan launched a 34-yard completion to Jake
chance at securing a top-8 seed in the FCS playoffs.
Wieneke to kick off a quarter-opening drive that culmiA top-8 spot means a first round bye and guarannated in the first of two two-yard scores for Paris on the
tees a home game, though the Jacks will play all of their
ground. The next drive, Lujan found Wieneke for eight
home playoff games at Howard Wood Field in Sioux
and 38-yard completions to set up Paris’ second touchFalls.
down that put SDSU ahead for
good.
For the day, Lujan would
go 6-for-8 for 128 yards and no
touchdowns or interceptions.
“Zach played pretty close
to perfect, both in the environment and in having to come off
the bench,” Stiegelmeier said.
Farina took a pick off Saeger 43 yards to the house,
though the Jacks missed the
extra point, giving USD a
chance to come back after they
kicked a field goal with 3:41 remaining and forced the Jacks
to punt with 1:55 left. But SDSU’s defense would force a
turnover on downs to secure
the win.
MAKENZIE HUBER • The Collegian
“What a great environment.
Kyle
Paris
plows
across
the
goal
line
for
one
of
his
two-yard
touchdown
runs
as part of the fourth quarter that
What a great football game and saw the Jacks overcome a 20-10 deficit.

Young leads the way with
first career double-double
AUSTIN HAMM
Sports Editor

Athlete of the Week
KERRI YOUNG

For her first career double-double that led the South
Dakota State women’s basketball team to a season-opening
win over Marist College, junior guard Kerri Young is this
week’s Collegian Sports’ Athlete of the Week.
In the 77-68 win over the
Red Foxes Nov. 13, the 6-foot
guard had an all-around
game. She finished with 12
points and a game- and teamhigh 11 rebounds. Young also
had four assists and a steal.
Although Young was pri-

marily a perimeter player for
the Jacks her first two years
on campus, Head Coach Aaron Jonhston could easily see
her tallying much higher rebound totals as the year goes
on.
“We really need Kerri to
rebound well for us this year,”
Johnston said. “How she plays
in a big physical wing spot will
be a big part of our season.
For her to have a double-double is exactly what we need.”
Young and the Jacks continue their homestand on
Wednesday against Arkansas
and wrap it up on Saturday
against Notre Dame.
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Sports

Put these
on your

Calendar

in brief

Wed. •7 p.m. W-Basketball vs. Arkansas

18

Th. •7 p.m. M-Basketball @ Illinois State

sdsucollegian.com B2

Cross Country

19

Lusignan and Reichow qualify for
National Championships

Fri. •5 p.m. Swimming/Diving vs. North
Dakota

The men’s and women’s cross-country teams
went down to Lawrence, Kan. last Friday. The
women finished 17th out of the 32 teams, while
the men recorded their highest finish ever at regionals, placing sixth out of 26 teams.
Senior Trent Lusignan and junior Joel Reichow finished fifth and sixth respectively, and
both qualified for the National Championship
Race in Louisville, Kent. Saturday, Nov. 21. Lusignan will be looking to replicate his performance
from the 2013 NCAA race, where he went in
ranked around 120th and finished 12th, while Reichow will look to continue his late season surge to
try for his first All-American honors.

20

Sat. •Cross Country @ NCAA Championships

21

•1 p.m. M-Basketball @ TCU
•1 p.m. Football @ Western Illinois
•2 p.m. W-Basketball vs. Notre Dame
•4:30 p.m. Wrestling vs. Virginia Tech

Tues. •2 p.m. M-Basketball vs. Houston Baptist
24 (Cancun Challenge)
Wed. •11:30 a.m. M-Basketball vs. Third Place
25 Game - Cleveland State or Rider (Cancun
Challenge)

Football

Men’s Basketball

Season begins with pair of home
as road trip to TCU looms
The Jackrabbit men opened their campaign
with a pair of home games, topping Division-II
opponent Chadron State 87-52, and winning their
first game against a D-I opponent 85-68 over Weber State. Five Jacks scored in double-figures
against the Wildcats, who were the preseason favorite to win the Big Sky Conference. Deondre
Parks, who sat out the season opener, scored 16 in
his season debut. After their first 2-0 start since
2010, the Jacks now hit the road for a game at Illinois State Thursday night, then head south for
a Saturday matchup with Big 12 foe Texas Christian. The ISU game will be on ESPN3, while the
TCU game will be available on Fox Sports Southwest.

Fourth quarter rally in Vermillion has Jackrabbit fans thinking playoffs

•2 p.m. M-Basketball vs. Mayan Division
Championship - Cleveland State or Rider
(Cancun Challenge)
Th. •7 p.m. W-Basketball vs. Pittsburgh
(Paradise Jam Tournament)

26

Fri. •4:45 p.m. W-Basketball vs. Maryland
(Paradise Jam Tournament)

27

•5 p.m. Wrestling vs. Oklahoma State
Sat. •12:05 p.m. M-Basketball @ Kansas City

28

•4:45 p.m. W-Basketball vs. Old diminion
(Paradise Jam Tournament)

Parks turns struggles
into strength on court
ANDREW HOLTAN
Sports Reporter
South Dakota State University star guard, Deondre Parks, is working on his leadership as a senior and as the Jackrabbits have their sights
set on making the NCAA Tournament.
Parks saw his first action of the season Monday night when the
Jacks took on Weber State. He was sidelined due to a groin injury in the
Jacks’ first game of the season. He scored 16 points in 33 minutes in the
85-68 Jackrabbit victory.
Parks is coming off a strong first season where he started all 35
games. He averaged a team-high of 14.1 points per game. He also averaged 1.9 assists and 4.1 rebounds per game. He was named Summit
League Newcomer of the Year and is a preseason All-Summit League
first-team for 2015-2016.
The Jackrabbits finished the season last year with an overall record
of 24-11 and 12-4 in the Summit League, where they won the regular
season title but came up one point short against Norht Dakota State in
the Summit League Tournament Championship.
“Our goals as a team this year are to make the NCAA Tournament
and just be as tough as a team as we can be,” Parks said. “Personal goal,
be a leader for the younger guys and also the older guys who look to you
for direction.”
It wasn’t until he lost his brother in 2010 in a robbery that had gone
wrong that he realized it was time to get out of the city that had been
taken over by guns, gangs and drugs.
“It was rough, went through a lot of trials and tribulations. I lost a
couple friends growing up. Death was a big part of family growing up. It
hit me that it’s time to get out of here and start a new chapter in my life,”
Parks said. “It impacted me a lot but, I’m a big boy now, and I got to do
what’s best for me, and I think taking the less stress off my mom was a
great decision for me.”
He packed his bags and went down to Columbus, Ga. so he could
get far away from his hometown of Flint. He attended Kingdom Prep
Academy, a preparatory Catholic school, for his senior year of high
school and became a new person.
“It involved Jesus Christ, going to church every Sunday, bible study,
waking up praying and going to bed praying,” Parks said. “I would say
my commitment to Jesus Christ was the biggest impact.”
He would help Kingdom Prep win the National Association of
Christian Athletics Division-III national title. He would graduate Kingdom Prep with a GPA above 3.0 in 2012.
After high school, he traveled to Estherville, Iowa where he would
play for Iowa Lakes Community College the next two seasons.
He was a third team NJCAA All-American as a freshman and a first
team All-American his sophomore season. Early in his sophomore season, he signed his letter of intent to play for SDSU.
“Scott Nagy kept it up front with me and told me how things would
go and how he would want me to play, and they were very consistent.”
Parks said.
Parks said senior forward Jake Bittle, who is now Parks’ roommate,
made a great impression on him during his visit.
Bittle knew right away they would be good friends after Parks’ visit.
“I dropped him off back at the hotel after eating with the team and
as he gets out he says, ‘man I think there’s a hook in my butt.’ Totally forgot I had my fishing poles in the back of my car, so I had to pry
this hook out of his boxers, and I don’t know this guy at all,” Bittle said.
“Stuff like that made us click right away.”
Nagy has nothing but praise for the senior forward.
“On the floor he’s our most complete player. He’s a tremendous defender, very good rebounder, doesn’t turn the ball over a lot,” Nagy said.
“He’s probably the most complete player we have.”
Parks transitioned very well to Division-I play even though the competition got a lot tougher.
“We don’t recruit junior college a lot because I do think it is a tough
adjustment. It’s like having a freshman,” Nagy said. “Of all the ones
we’ve ever had, he ,by far, made the quickest adjustment.”
Parks is majoring in human development and family studies and is
on track to graduate this spring. He plans to go back and help the city of
Flint when his playing career is over.
“I would love to play pro. I’m thinking of giving back to the community and counseling kids that grew up in the same environment as me,”
Parks said.
Parks has faced many obstacles on his journey to where he is today.
Instead of sulking, he has let it shape and motivate him.
“It made me a tough guy who wanted to get to the gym. This is
where I get my anger out,” Parks said. “I want to give back to make an
impact on some kid’s life.”

MAKENZIE HUBER • The Collegian
Defensive tackle Cole Langer (54) chases down USD quarterback Ryan Saeger. Langer finshed with
one sack for the game.

The Jacks survived a
scare from the University
of South Dakota Coyotes
and walked out with a 3023 victory in Vermillion
last Saturday.
The two-quarterback system again proved
a boon for the Jacks,
as backup Zach Lujan
breathed life into the offense late, throwing for
128 yards on 6-for-8 passing. Starter Taryn Christion outgained him
through the air, but provided his biggest push
in the form of a 10-yard
touchdown run.
The win went a long
way in giving them a good
shot at a top-8 seed in the
FCS Playoffs. A win over
Western Illinois University in the final week of the
season will likely secure
a first round bye for the
Jacks and mean a “home”
playoff game at Howard
Wood Field in Sioux Falls.

Soccer

Women’s Basketball

Gophers overpower Jacks in NCAA
Tournament first round.

Powerhouse opponents on their
way to Frost Arena this week

The Jacks soccer season came to a close in
a 5-0 loss to Minnesota in the first round of the
College Cup. The Jacks trailed 1-0 at the half, but
lost momentum early in the second half after an
own goal, moving the score to 2-0 Gophers. Confusion in the box led to a SDSU mishap giving
Minn. energy to score two more goals only minutes later. The Jacks finished the year with a 126-3 record. After making the NCAA Tournament the last two years, look for Coach Wedemeyer’s squad to push for their first NCAA win since
2008 next season.

The Jacks began their campaign for another NCAA berth in earnest last Friday, topping
Marist College 77-68 in Brookings.
The Red Foxes have won 10 of the last 12
MAAC Conference Championships and could be
considered a nice teeth-cutter for the Jacks next
two opponents.
First up is the University of Arkansas Razorbacks on Wednesday, who were ranked No. 18
last year when SDSU upset them in Fayetteville,
Ark., and aren’t quite as strong this year.
Looming on Saturday, though, is a matchup
with No. 3 Notre Dame in Frost Arena.
If the Jacks get through this stretch unscathed, they might be rewarded with some consideration in the polls.

Swim and Dive

SDSU sweeps weekly awards for
the Summit League
The SDSU swim and dive team split their decisions at the University of South Dakota last
week, with the women falling 182-118, while the
men picked up a 169-131 win.
The Jacks also swept the Summit League
weekly awards, winning Swimmer and Diver of
the Week on both sides. On the men’s side, senior
sprinter Ben Bolinske was named Swimmer of the
Week, while Parker Brown earned Diver of the
Week recognition. In the women’s division, sophomore Kristin Erf earned Swimmer of the Week
honors, with Olivia Olesiak receiving Diver of the
Week recognition.
Both teams will be back in action Friday, Nov.
20, hosting North Dakota at 5 p.m. at the HPER
pool.

Volleyball

Wrestling

No. 6 Virginia Tech comes to town
as Jacks sit at edge of rankings
After opening up their duel season with a 1-2
record at the Minnesota Quad, the Jacks wrestlers competed in a pair of tournaments in Fargo,
N.D. and Ames, Iowa.
An underclassmen contingent headed up to
Fargo for the Bison Open, where freshman Zack
Carlson claimed the 174-pound title.
The following day, three Rabbits nabbed wins
at the Harold Nichols Cyclone Open. No. 8 Cody
Pack won the 157-pound division, junior Brady
Ayers took the 184-pound title and No. 15 Nate
Rotert claimed a victory in the 197-pound class.
The Jacks get back to the duels against No. 6
Virginia Tech in Frost Arena on Saturday, Nov. 21
at 4:30 p.m.

Season ends in win against Western Illinois, four recruits sign early
The SDSU volleyball
season came to a close
with a win over Western
Illinois University, their
second victory over the
Leathernecks this season.
Unfortunately, the
Jacks didn’t make the
Summit League Tournament, so that brought five
seniors’ careers to a close.
But in a piece of positive news, Head Coach
Nicole Cirillo signed four
recruits in the early signing period as the rebuilding process continues.
Emilia Czapiewska, a
6-foot outside hitter from
St. Paul, Minn., Makenzie
Hennen, a 5-foot-11 outside hitter from Jordan,
Minn., Alexandra Morrison, a 6-foot-2, middle
hitter from Oconomowoc,
Wis. and Ashlynn Smith,
a 5-foot-11 middle hitter
from LaPorte, Ind. made
up the early signees for
JENNA CROYMANS• The Collegian
SDSU.
Carley Gerving works against Western Illinois in the Jacks final game of the year. SDSU won both
matches against the Leather necks this year.
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Fantasy Football Update
Curtis Sager Fantasy Football Analyst

10 20 30 40 50 40 30 20 10

10 20 30 40 50 40 30 20 10

Keeping in line with how I started last week; down go the Bengals. We are down to two undefeated teams, the Patriots and the Panthers. Of those two teams, I
think the Patriots have the better chance to stay undefeated. There continues to be talk of Cam Newton being a MVP candidate, but in my opinion he is still too
shaky, and considering he is a “runner”, he could get knocked out of a game very easily.

Athletes that exceeded expectations this week:

Jeremy Langford,
Chicago Bears

Michael Floyd,
Arizona Cardinals

Zach Miller
Chicago Bears

The rookie Langford exploded in his role
stepping in for the injured Matt Forte
this week. He was just above average as
a rusher, but true to the Bears offense;
Langford exploded as a pass-catcher out of
the backfield. He had 73 yards on 20 carries
and a touchdown. He also caught seven
passes for 109 yards and a touchdown, per
ESPN Stats and Info. Langford had 30.2
points in standard-scoring leagues, and 37.2
in points-per-reception leagues. It is going to
be very interesting to see what type of role
the rookie back has once Forte is healthy,
especially since Forte is in a contract year.

I am more than displeased with this one,
considering he has been riding my bench
all year. Floyd caught seven passes for 113
yards and two touchdowns, according to
ESPN Stats and Info. After having little to
no production his first five games, Floyd has
now caught at least one touchdown in each
of his last four games. The Cardinals have
three very good pass-catchers: Floyd, John
Brown, and Larry Fitzgerald. They have all
produced this year, but a flex play for Floyd
might be the safest bet down the road.

I do not think Miller is a safe pickup. I want
to preface with that because he had major
production this week, mediocre production
last week, and no production every week
before that. Miller had a big week, five
catches for 107 yards, and two touchdowns,
according ESPN Stats and Info. He was
the highest scoring tight end this week in
fantasy, but that will not happen again.

Running back

Wide receiver

Tight end

Who to watch for next week:

Kirk Cousins,
Washington Redskins

Quarterback

It brings me a tremendous amount of
happiness anytime I can say “I told you so.”
If perhaps you read my column last week
and took my advice to play Cousins, you
were heavily rewarded. The Saints’ defense
played so horribly for the third straight
week, that they fired their defensive
coordinator Rob Ryan. Cousins threw for
324 yards and four touchdowns, accumulating 33.2 points in standard-scoring
leagues, according to ESPN Stats and Info.
The Redskins are onto Carolina this week,
and don’t expect Cousins to play like he did
against the Saints.

Matthew Stafford,
Detroit Lions

Andre Ellington,
Arizona Cardinals

Danny Amendola,
New England Patiots

Brock Osweiler,
Denver Broncos

In typical Stafford fashion, he has been
the definition of inconsistent this year. His
season-high of 40 points came a week
after his season-low of 7.6. He is facing the
underwhelming pass defense of the Oakland Raiders this week and he should have
a decent game. He is coming off a sloppy
win against the Packers and it wouldn’t be
a surprise if Stafford looks to string a few
post-bye wins together.

Ellington rightfully lost his starting role
to an explosive Chris Johnson, but he may
have earned himself some additional touches this week. He had 61 yards on five carries
and a touchdown which came off a very
impressive 48 yard run, per ESPN Stats and
Info. Johnson is still the starter, but Ellington
is a decent play as a Flex, especially in PPR
leagues. If he can continue to produce big
numbers on a limited role, let’s hope his
coaches give him a few extra carries.

Julian Edelman went down with an injury
this week giving Amendola a larger role in
the offense. He caught 10 passes for 79
yards this week, according to ESPN Stats
and Info. Brady is going to be targeting him
a lot more until Edelman comes back and
we are going to see his fantasy numbers
increase drastically.

A quarterback in the wildcard spot? I usually
keep this spot for a tight end, defense, or
kicker; but Osweiler is the absolute definition of a wildcard this week. Osweiler is
getting the start over Peyton Manning this
week. He has decent offensive line, one heck
of a receiving core around him, and being
the “Sheriff’s” deputy (I came up with that
one all alone) over the last two seasons, is
screaming high output. We could easily be
seeing the transition between master and
apprentice this Sunday if Osweiler produces.
fantasy owners could pay off tremendously,
or bust terribly.

Quarterback

Running back

Wide receiver

Quarterback

Best of luck to everyone this upcoming week. My NFC North-leading Vikings take on the second-place Packers this week. Needless to say, if you are looking
for me Sunday afternoon, the only place to look is my living room. Remember to follow me @GoodFntsyAdvice and ask me any questions you have this week.

Tight End:

20
21
4
5

Coffeehouse Night Java and jams!
8pm Union Jacks’ Place
Mall of America Trip Sign up at Info Exchange!
Holiday Movie & Craft Night Make a gift!
8pm Union Market
Holiday Gift Bingo Play bingo, win a gift!
8pm Union Market
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Two NBA teams could
live forever in history as
polar opposites
AUSTIN HAMM
Sports Editor

I am, for lack of a better term,
a basketball romantic.
Great historical performances sit in my mind. I can often be
found on YouTube looking at the
footage of NBA greats of the 80’s
and 90’s, trying to catch a glimpse
of the legendary teams and players who ruled the courts before
my time. I crave to see a historical type of performance in my life.
I want to see things, either famous
or infamous, and be able to say
to my children later in life that “I
SAW THAT.” And this NBA season, two teams provide me the opportunity for this on both ends of
the spectrum.
On the positive side of potential history sits the defending
champion Golden State Warriors.
Sitting at 11-0 at the time of
this writing, there is talk around
the league about whether or not
the Dubs can climb the ultimate
mountain for a team and break
the 1995-96 Chicago Bulls record
of 72 wins in a season. In a way,
it almost sounds blasphemous.
Those Bulls boasted three future
Hall of Famers in Scottie Pippen,
Dennis Rodman and what many
(myself included) consider to be
the greatest of all-time, Michael
Jordan. How can we possibly
think these Warriors can achieve
at the level of those greats?
The evidence against the Warriors is rather convincing. First
and foremost is the parity of the
NBA in general and the impressive strength of the Western Conference in which they play. To run
the gauntlet that includes four
dates with teams like the Spurs
and Thunder, along with “easy”
games against the Kings and Pelicans, would be incredibly impressive as a stand-alone achievement.
The other big factor that many
say will derail the Warriors run at
72 is the fact that they just won
a title last season. The general school of thought is that a team
who wins 70+ games needs to be
young and ring-less, thus having
the requisite hunger and fire in
their bellies to torch the league.
These Warriors play in a tough
conference, and will have to con-

sistently topple many of the top
teams to go for the wins record.
But to see the way they have come
out of the gate, with Steph Curry
essentially playing an enlightened
version of HORSE and their team,
as a whole, fighting tooth and nail
regardless the scenario, (SEE:
Brooklyn Nets @ Golden State
Warriors, NOV 14, 2015), it seems
almost foolish to doubt any possible accomplishments by Golden
State this season.
On the opposite end of the
spectrum sits the clown car that is
currently the Philadelphia 76’ers,
who recently claimed the dubious
distinction of becoming the first
team to ever begin back-to-back
seasons 0-10. Right now, the 2012
Charlotte Bobcats hold the record
for lowest winning percentage in
a season at .107 after going 7-59
in the lockout shortened year. The
Sixers currently hold second place
on the list, with the 1973 rendition
of their squad going 9-73 for a .110
winning percentage.
This year, the perpetual tank
machine in Philadelphia is once
again gunning for the number one
pick and is not likely to mount
much of a win total. They will likely not win many games, but they
could be historically bad. The
dream I live with is they set the
records for least wins and lowest winning percentage and can
be forever branded as the 6-and76’ers with a .073 winning percentage.
It may be painful to watch, but
I would love to not only see record
futility, but the pun that could be
the name makes it all worth it.
And with half of Philadelphia’s rotation through the first ten games
being players who went undrafted,
it feels like it just might happen.
The best would be for the highest and lowest win totals in league
history to emerge from the same
season, because I sit eagerly awaiting Adam Silver to feed us a hypocritical line about league parity in
the face of that. And for all my talk
of loving historical happenings in
basketball, all I really want at the
end of the day is a hilariously flustered commissioner.
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Soccer season comes to close
with loss at Minnesota

THIEN NGUYEN • The Collegian
Freshman forward Brittany Jensen will likely play a big part in SDSU’s success in the future after playing a key role for the Jacks in
her first year on campus.

AUSTIN HAMM
Sports Editor
The South Dakota State
soccer team saw their season
come to a close last Friday in
Minneapolis, Minn. as they fell
to the Minnesota Golden Gophers 5-0 in the first round of
the NCAA College Cup Tournament.
“Obviously, disappointed with the result and the fact
that our season came to an
end. Really impressed with the
way Minnesota played,” SDSU
Assistant Coach Brock Thompson said. “I thought we survived the first half, but weren’t
really able to regroup coming
out in the second half and it
kind of snowballed from there.”
Minnesota scored the first
goal off a deflection in the box
in the 18th minute. Gopher
Taylor Stainbrook made the
goal for Minnesota, her third of
the season.
Freshman Kyli Nelson
made the lone shot on goal for
the Jackrabbits in the first half.
Junior Nicole Inskeep held
the score at 1-0 after the first
half with five close saves for
SDSU.
South Dakota State lost
momentum early in the second
half after an own goal, moving the score to 2-0 Gophers.
Confusion in the box led to an

SDSU mishap giving Minnesota energy to score two more
goals only minutes later.
The third goal scored by the
Golden Gophers came from Josee Stiever, assisted by Stainbrook in the 53rd minute of
play.
Minnesota rallied, moving the score to 4-0 in the 59th
minute. The goal came from
Stainbrook, notching her second of the game and fourth of
the season.
With only five minutes left
on the clock, Minnesota netted
another goal, moving the score
to 5-0. The goal was made by
Julianna Gernes, her second of
the season.
Senior Dani Patterson
made the closest goal attempt
late in the second half sending
the ball to the upper left hand
corner of the goal which was
tipped away by Gopher goalkeeper Tarah Hobbs.
SDSU trailed overall in
shots taking only six shots to
Minnesota’s 23.
Nine seniors played their final game as Jackrabbits, and
according to Thompson, the
postgame locker room was all
about them.
“There was a lot of emotion surrounding the nine seniors that had played their final game. For them to lead us
to the national tournament two

years in a row is pretty special, so that’s where most of
the emotions were geared toward,” Thompson said. “It was
a pretty emotional scene, as
you would expect. Not so much
about a missed opportunity,
but in celebration of the young
ladies that are graduating.”
The Jackrabbits closed the
season with a 12-6-3 record, a
third Summit League Championship title and a third NCAA
Tournament appearance for
the books.
After two straight appearances in the NCAA Tournament, the pressure is on to find
a way out of the first round,
something the Jacks haven’t accomplished since 2008.
Though it was a tough loss, all
the returning players should
be able to take valuable lessons
from this game and hopefully
transform that into postseason
wins next season.
“I think we learned that
we’ve got to be able to become
a little bit better. We learned
that we’ve got to be able to absorb pressure a little bit better individually. We’ve got to
be able to defend with greater intensity and collectiveness,”
Thompson said. “As a coaching
staff and as a program we’re
motivated. We’re a little ways
off but we’re not too far off and
that in itself is motivating.”
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